






The biggest reason background checks are a must in churches is to protect kids. 

Would you send your children to school if you knew that none of the teachers or 

support staff had been vetted properly? Church should be no different. Schools have 

teachers, aides, substitutes, nurses, and administrators who interact with kids 

unsupervised. 

Churches have priests, Sunday School teachers, ministry and youth group leaders, and 

volunteers who share the same type of unsupervised contact with kids. The Catholic 

Church scandal proves just because people are religious does not mean they should 

be trusted blindly. Church employees and volunteers are no more above reproach or 

skepticism than school employees and should be held to the same hiring standards. 

The second reason churches need to screen the people they hire is to protect their 

finances. Religious organizations are not immune to embezzlement or 

misappropriation of funds. According to a survey conducted by LifeWay Research, one 

in every 10 protestant churches has suffered some form of embezzlement. In most 

cases, these misappropriations of funds happen because churches put volunteers in 

charge of finances. From collection baskets to credit cards to bank accounts, churches 

trust unvetted volunteers with money, and those decisions result in the loss of 

thousands of dollars. 

Another issue is many organizations-not just churches or religious bodies-vet their 

full-time employees but not their volunteers. Volunteers are part of the organizations 

they serve and have the potential to cause as much harm as any employee. Religious 

organizations are particularly vulnerable because they rely on volunteers for so many 

key functions. Regardless of the perceived level of risk, volunteer background checks 

matter. Read our white paper on volunteer screenings to learn more. 

The potential financial implications of not running background checks can take the 

form of simple negligence. Churches can be sued for hiring employees who are 

obviously dangerous. One example is a case in Virginia in which the State Supreme 

Court ruled a mother could sue a church after her daughter was molested. The 

perpetrator of the offense was an employee the church had hired to a job that 

involved direct contact with children. The employee had recently been convicted of 

aggravated sexual assault-on another young female victim-and was on probation 

for the crime. The mother argued the church had been negligent in hiring this man. 

The court agreed, ruling that the woman could sue the church for negligent hiring. 

The third reason churches should ramp up their background check practices is the 

rise of the #MeToo movement. #MeToo has brought issues of workplace harassment 

and assault to the forefront of the cultural conversation. The movement has not only 

amplified the frequency of allegations by victims but has also changed the way the 

public reacts to these allegations. In many #MeToo situations, the accused 

perpetrators of assault or harassment have not faced legal charges. However, they 

have borne the brunt of immense public backlash and condemnation. At this point, 

an allegation can do irreparable damage to the reputation of a public figure or 

organization, even if lawsuits or criminal charges never come into play. 

Screening candidates thoroughly can reduce the likelihood of harmful, legally messy, 

and reputation-shattering workplace interactions. Religious organizations are not 

unique: every organization needs to make fairer and more equitable workplace 

interactions a priority. Background checks are a good start, because they can flag 

candidates who have a history of harassment or assault. 
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